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ABSTRACT
This demonstration concerns the visual user interface of the
On-TIME system, a task-centered information management
system, whose aim is to actively participate to and support the
user tasks. The design of a user friendly interface is one of the
key challenges that needs to be addressed for the success of
On-TIME. Being On-TIME based on the use of a so-called
Personal Ontology to provide a semantic account to user’s
personal data, the interface has to allow the user to easily
browse the ontology. On the other hand, it has to address the
management of tasks. This requires to both suggest tasks that
the user might be willing to perform, and to support her while
executing tasks. We present a typical user scenario in order to
illustrate a possible interaction with the On-TIME interface,
and discuss some preliminary user evaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces;

H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Miscellaneous;

H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications

General Terms
Human Factors, Experimentation

Keywords
Personal Information Management, Task Management,
Ontologies

1. INTRODUCTION
Personal Interaction Management System (PIMS) [6] is a new
paradigm of system, that allows the users to focus on the tasks
they have to perform rather than just managing their personal
information. On-TIME is an example of PIMS, in which user
tasks, as well as user data, are described in terms of explicit
semantics that the user can share, i.e., by means of a so-called
Personal Ontology, reflecting the user’s view of the world and
her personal interests.

The first component allows the user to navigate and edit the
Personal Ontology, both at[Emanuele1] the conceptual and the
instance level, with the capability of focusing on the instances
with highest level of activation. These are the instances that
are currently of most interest for the user, because of their
nature and/or as a consequence of particular events, e.g. the
user inspecting the instance, the reception of an email
considered of interest. This component is based on

coordinated multiple views, which allow the user to navigate
the Personal Ontology by possibly switching from one view to
the other, maintaining the same focus of attention. In
particular, it provides both a tree view, which might be
preferred by an expert user, and a graph view, which might be
preferred by a less expert user, since it graphically provides an
immediate idea of the relationships among the elements of the
ontology.

The second component of the On-TIME
user interface supports the user in the
execution of her tasks.
Since[Emanuele2] tasks are[Emanuele3]
more of an abstract notion than a
computer manageable entity, designing
an interface to make them accessible, i.e.
executable, is a challenge. Our solution
is based on the idea of allowing the user
to deal with her tasks like she does with
files and traditional applications. For
instance, she can execute a task by
selecting it from a task list occurring in a
dedicated application bar. In this case
On-TIME would automatically infer the
appropriate input for the task on the
basis of the task definition and the
instances level of activation.
Alternatively, the user can execute a task
by accessing an element of the Personal
Ontology, and choosing among a list of
tasks, that would take as input (or
produce as output) the element itself.
Note that in both cases, tasks suggested
are those that are more likely to be
performed. Specifically, these are the
tasks that are more closely related to data
having highest level of activation.

[Emanuele 4]We point out that, at this
stage of the project, the intensional level
of the Personal Ontology is not editable,
but is set a priori: the user can only edit
the extensional level, e.g. by adding new
instances, modifying or deleting current
ones. Also the task list is defined and,
actually, contains only illustrative tasks.
Editing the intensional level of the
Personal Ontology and creating new
tasks will be future steps of our work.

Demonstration highlights To illustrate
the main aspects of the On-TIME user

Fig. 1 - AppBar
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interface and to show how it can be used to access user’s
personal data and to support her while executing her tasks, we
consider a typical researcher user scenario, assuming the
existence of a suitable pre-defined personal ontology.  

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
illustrates the On-TIME user interface through the researcher
user scenario. Section 3 presents the results of the user
evaluation carried out over the interface, and then Section 4
discusses related work.

2. A RESEARCHER USER SCENARIO
Suppose that Antonella works in a research lab that has
recently installed a new fantastic fax and she needs to update
all the documents where she used to indicate the fax number.
This can be easily achieved with On-TIME, by simply updating
the Personal Ontology. Hence, the starting point of her
interaction with On-TIME is the AppBar [Fig. 1] installed on
her desktop.

The AppBar component is the core of the system interface and
the first component that appears to the user. This bar i s
divided into three sections. The first section contains a link,
represented as a button, for each possible view of the Personal
Ontology Interface (see below). The second section contains a
list of tasks that are more likely to be willed to be performed.
[Emanuele 5]The third section contains the list of files that the
user is currently interacting with: for each of them a list of
updates, suggested by the system, is proposed. More precisely,
if candidate instances, or instance attributes, that are not
currently in the ontology, were found within the newly saved
documents, the user would be able to update the Personal

Ontology associating to those instances the right semantics,
e.g., a date could be her best friend’s date of birth or an
important event date.

The Personal Ontology Interface is a component providing

three coordinated views[8] over the Personal Ontology, having
a common section that is an indented list showing the
concepts hierarchy tree. While the common section allows the
user to select a specific concept quickly, for example to view
its instances in details, the three views have each a different
purpose, and are coordinated so that when the user switches
from one view to the other, she keeps focusing on the same
particular instance/concept. Specifically, the Structure View
allows the user to investigate the details of the ontology
structure, the Instance View to select an instance of a specific
ontology concept and to visualize and edit its details, and
finally the Navigation View to browse the ontology through
both its instances and concepts. Let us describe the latter in
more details. It shows always two graphs, representing
respectively connections among instances and concepts. Let
us describe the latter in more details. It shows always two
graphs, representing respectively connections among
instances and concepts. One of the two graphs is always
foreground and the other is visible in a frame positioned in the
upper right corner of the screen, with the facility of switching
between them. In order to optimize the extensional level
browsing, we use the focus plus context technique[3] which
allows the user to focus[Emanuele6] her attention on a
specific instance or concept, by moving it on the centre of the
screen, highlighting neighboring nodes (at a certain distance
from the focus) and displaying the names of relations
connecting them. This approach allows for maintaining the

Fig. 2 – Graph view
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graph visualization as thinner as possible, succeeding in
managing huge graphs[Emanuele7]. Moreover,[Emanuele8]
the user can navigate the graph arbitrarily, and then return to
the[Emanuele9] focused instance, by clicking on an anchor
that is always visible.

Coming back to our scenario, by clicking on the AppBar
appropriate button, Antonella accesses the Navigation View to
browse the Personal Ontology. Doing so, the ontology graph
appears foreground, centered on the instance pers(antonella)
[Fig. 2] denoting herself, (i.e., the system owner). Then, she
verifies all relations connecting her with other ontology
instances. In particular, she now switches to the Instance View,
that according to the coordinated multiple views paradigm, i s
focused on pers(antonella). Thus, Antonella immediately
accesses the attribute personFax denoting the fax number that
she is using, and she updates it. Note that, while saving the
changes, the system ensures that the information currently
contained in the Personal Ontology is not contradictory [4].

Suppose now that Antonella moves her attention back to the
AppBar. She would then notice that On-TIME suggests the task
“Confirm participation to HCI2009 conference”. Actually, the
Task Inferencer Module (a specific component of the system)
proposes such a task, because Antonella just received an email
request of confirmation by the HCI2009 organizers, which was
detected by the system, and made increase the activation level
of the instance denoting the event HCI2009. Moreover, i t
already happened several times that Antonella checked the
correctness of her personal details before confirming her
participation to a conference, in order to provide up-to-date
contact details.

Antonella takes then advantage of this smart suggestion by
the system, and executes the task by clicking on the relative
link in the AppBar which opens a new window [Fig. 3]. In our
scenario, the selected task is then performed in two steps,
which will be executed by a wizard. The first step is the
reservation confirmation: clicking on the proposed link, a web
page is opened where Antonella checks her data (automatically
returned by the system) and makes the reservation. Then
Antonella returns to the task execution window and clicks on
the button “Yes I’ve confirmed”, specifying in this way that the
external action was completed succesfully. Then, the system

completes the task execution by updating the ontology with
information about the HCI2009 conference.

3. USER EVALUATION
The On-TIME development is based on a human-centered
design, with an iterative-incremental development cycle
requiring the involvement of all project stakeholders,
including the final users of the application. In particular, the
interface development, was made with the implementation of
richer and richer prototypes up to the final version presented
here. During the interface realization (both at prototype and
implementation level) we have considered many technologies
and visualization metodologies for ontology and tasks,
discussing them in dedicated groups among system
developers. Ideas like the use of coordinated multiple views
technique, for coordinating the various ontology views, or the
focus plus context technique[3] for graph visualization, are
the results of these internal meetings, where we have
examinated many prototypes and assessed all possible
improvements up to the actual state. After having traced the
system development route, in order to verify the correctness of
our choices, we involved also users in many tests. These tests
were performed on specific user actions, all involving the
system interface. We then asked to our users to give their
sensations during the interface use.

To be more precise, we adopted Observational Techniques like
Cooperative Evaluation [5], which allows for having a direct
interaction between tester and developers. The cooperative
evaluation tests were pretty positive, and confirmed that our
choices were right and exhaustive for the user needs. We also
got suggestions for improvements. In particular, the
cooperative multiple view was appreciated by all users, since i t
was judged useful and necessary in order to avoid
disorientation and incoherent screens. The Navigation View
was appreciated too: it was defined the most usable and
immediate one, so that also users with no expertise not
familiar with ontologies, were able to correctly interact with
the system. Furthermore, we tested the AppBar component, to

Fig. 3 - Task execution window
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check whether the users would like to have it always visible.
We also tested the projectual choices, taken during our project
meetings, like the partition in three different areas. Test results
were positive and confirmed the effectiveness of our choices.
We finally executed several tests on the Task Manager
Interface [Fig. 3], a crucial feature of On-TIME. The wizard
adoption has been approved with favour and encouraged us to
continue with this choice.

4. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no system in
literature that is fully comparable with On-TIME: there are
only ontology visualization tools or tasks-oriented systems.
An interesting survey on ontology visualization techniques
was made by Akrivi Katifori et al. in [7], where many different
metodologies (and related systems) were considered, namely,
Indented list, Node-link and tree, Zoomable, Space-Filling,
Focus + context or distortion, 3D information landscapes.
These were a starting point for our work, which combines many
of their positive aspects, such as the use of different colors, the
facility of controlling the amount of loaded nodes, the facility
of moving within the graph, the nodes search, etc. However, the
On-TIME fundamentally differs from all these systems, in that
it is directly connected to an inferential engine (i.e. QuOnto
[1]), and is not a simple ontology viewer.   

Concerning task-oriented systems, the closest to our work i s
Activity-Centered Task Assistant (ACTA) [2], recently
implemented as a Microsoft Outlook add-in. In this system, a
user’s task, named ACTA activity, is represented as a pre-
structured container, that can be created inside the email folder
hierarchy. Focusing on the interface, the only similarity
between ACTA and On-TIME is the task list, named TV in
ACTA, from which activities can be launched. However, the list
of activities in ACTA is managed by the user, who can insert
new to-dos or drag email messages into the list. On the
contrary, the On-TIME task list is automatically inferred,
taking into account the user current interests.
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